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KTM  Myroon Prestige
KTM’s Myroon Prestige is lighter than most road bikes. 

KMT’s newly defined carbon monocoque technology makes pos-
sible a hardtail frame with the best stiffness-to-weight ratio (STW) 
of its class. The well-thought-out new KTM HE-FC-M-R frame 
makes the difference (only 1000 grams at 48 cm), as does the brand 
new disc brake caliper postmount.  The very same race geometry as 
the Score (73° seat, 71° head) helps provide decisive propulsion.

 886-2-25006691
 www.ktm-bikes.at

KTM  Lycan 1.0
KTM unifies the best of both race and all-mountain in the new 

Lycan 1.0, featuring the floating Pro-Damping-System2.  KTM 
combines its new LRR (Light-Reliable-Rigid) frame with a full 
120mm of travel to create a first-class tourer.  Seat tube angle of 70 
or 73 degrees available. Marathon today, crossing the Alps tomor-
row? No problem at all with the new KTM Lycan 1.0.

 886-2-25006691
 www.ktm-bikes.at

UNITED  ENGINEERING  P20 Deluxe
By combining brand new super-light tubing, innovative front 

triangle shape, and Chromalloy soft tail into an extremely flexible 
frame, the P20 Deluxe delivers an outstanding riding experience.  
Everyone can easily do long distance riding and hill-climbing with 
the P20-Deluxe.  This mini velo was developed not only for short 
range city commuting purposes, but also to create a new and more 
adventurous riding experience.

 886-3-3868020
 www.khsbicycles.com.tw
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GIGANTEX  20” Full Carbon Mini Bike
More than 90% of the parts for this 20” mini bike are made 

of carbon fiber composite materials, and all parts are designed and 
produced by Gigantex in Taiwan, making it an entirely Made In 
Taiwan product. Gigantex has combined multiple technologies and 
patents from over ten years of R&D to create the crank sets, handle-
bars and wheel sets. The complete mini bike weighs only 5.8 kgs, 
making it extremely easy to carry or transport. And although it is 
incredibly light, the stiffness and performance is more than enough 
for hill riding, racing, and leisure.

 886-4-8873818     equinox-bikes.com.tw

JEE ANN  Clip Folding Bike
This simple, safe, and comfortable 21-speed 20” tandem has 

a folded size of 98x37x69cm.  The patented frame design makes it 
easy to store in almost any car.  Features include a patented folding 
mechanism for safety, and a Sachs 3x7 gear system for easy climb-
ing on steep slopes.

 886-49-2253116
 www.jeeann.com.tw

ASAHI  Multi-Function Folding Bike
Most people in Taiwan who take public transportation often en-

counter a significant problem: public transportation won’t take them 
everywhere they want to go, forcing commuters to rely on cars or 
scooters at public transportation end points.  For this reason, Asahi 
developed this multi-function folding bike to meet commuters’ end-
point transportation needs.

 886-6-2540659
 www.asahibike.com.tw

REACH IDEA JOINT  
Free Go Assembling Bike

The Free Go Assembling Bike is designed to be simple and 
convenient. No tools or special skills are needed to assemble or 
disassemble the bike quickly. The bike is also easy to carry or trans-
port when disassembled.

 886-4-23013579
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GIANT  TCR Advanced SL Road bike
TCR Advanced SL is the lightest, stiffest, best-performing road 

bike ever produced by Giant. More than 10 years after it changed 
the face of high-performance bicycles with its revolutionary Com-
pact Road Design, Giant unveiled the latest-generation of TCR. A 
combination of PowerCore with Overdrive and Megadrive makes 
the framesets super stiff and boosts greater pedaling efficiency. 
TCR Advanced SL was ridden to more professional wins by High 
Road’s Team Columbia than any other road bike during the 2008 
season.

 886-4-2681-4771     www.giant-bicycle.com

EXUSTAR  E-PM212 Pedals
The new design of the PM212 pedal continues Exustar’s tra-

dition of quality and ingenuity.  This innovative pedal offers sim-
plicity and ease of assembly and maintenance.  Riders can select a 
translucent plastic body from a wide variety of colors.

 886-4-23802686
 www.exustar.com

REACH IDEA JOINT  
Free Go Quick Detachable Pedal

The quick detachable pedal is a fresh idea. Due to its unique 
design, these pedals can be detached and assembled quickly and 
easily. The released pedal can be plugged on the other side of the 
crank to save space.  Detachable pedals make bikes easy to carry 
and store, yet are theft-proof as well. These pedals are suitable for 
all types of bike on the market.

 886-4-23013579

A-PRO  RDP
The RDP multi-pivot design allows for a fully engineered rear wheel 
travel path, leading to increased pedaling efficiency.  Fine tuning and 
customizable shock rate give superior bump absorption and pedaling 
performance.  The A-Pro RDP is an alternative to the popular Horst 
link design, with even better performance characteristics.  Oversize 
tubes and attention to cross-bracing provide a stiff platform for su-
perb handling.

 886-4-26821688     www.apro-tek.com
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ZAW TINE  Dual-Directional Pump
This lightweight, portable dual-direction pump is unique, in-

novative, and space-saving.  Simple two-handed operation allows 
for double gas flow to quickly reach high pressure.  Schrader, 
Presta, and Woods valves are provided.

 886-4-7686511
 airbone.com.tw

CHIA CHERNE  
Colorful Hydraulic Brake Hose Kits

Chia Cherne (Jagwire) has come out with 
high-quality hydraulic hose kits in most popular 
colors, for no more mismatched derailleur hous-
ing and hydraulic hose combinations. Construct-
ed from high-grade Teflon lines and reinforced 
with Kevlar fibers.

 886-4-7323090
 www.jagwireusa.com

IBERA  
Bottle Cage With Spout Cover

This bottle cage with attached spout cover 
keeps water bottle spouts clean when in the 
cage. Easy side access makes it suitable for nar-
row bike frames.

 886-4-7990096

LOONEY-MAX  foldable rear rack
This foldable carrier’s wings can be set in 3 different posi-

tions: 6 o’clock, 3 & 9 o’clock, and 12 o’clock angles. The user 
can easily adjust the wings to proper positions according to the 
cargo dimensions.  When the wings are set at the 12 o’clock angle, 
the user can tighten the cargo well to secure the cargo.

 886-4-8811960
 www.humpert-asia.com

Humpert-Asia   EVO1  Bar End
EVO 1 Bar Ends with angle adjustment.  Bar Ends are in-

creasingly being used with ergonomically-shaped handlebars, but 
models designed with conventional clamping technology offer 
limited grip angles.  EVO 1 Bar Ends feature an integrated ball 
joint, which enables easy angle adjustment.

 886-2-2754-6068
 www.humpert-asia.com
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YUEN I  
Invisible Stand

This kickstand is safe, good-
looking, and can withstand extensive 
use. and pleasant appearance. It fits 
perfectly on the frame when assem-
bled, eliminating any dangers when 
riding and parking. Will not detract 
from the bike’s design, and can fit on 
most frames.

 886-4-7697615
 www.yueni.com.tw

TIN ICH  
Comfort Grip Handlebar

Various angles help keep riders’ wrists 
comfortable and in a natural position during 
riding, offering control to match any situations.  
Also offers a large elbow support space to help 
reduce jolting and jarring.

 886-4-26762707

KIND SHOCK  
CX9.5 Rear Shock

The CX9.5 can be used on all kinds of ter-
rain, including road, fire trail, single track, bike-
park and downhill.  Now riders can own one 
bicycle for multiple terrains instead of owning 
a specific bike for each terrain.  The CX9.5, 
with its five functions, can be adjusted by riders 
to suit the changing riding environment. This 
product provides a more economical and prac-
tical choice for consumers due to its adaptive 
nature.

 886-6-2568575
 www.kssuspension.com

THUNDER 
HRPT-M&3D

These decals are avail-
able with embossed, shiny, 
or glossy effect, and protect 
the frame from scuffing or 
solvent damage. Different 
effects can be combined to make a truly eye-catching design.  Raw 
materials comply with RoHS and are certified by SGS.

 886-4-23596098

Exustar 
E-BC400 Series Bottle 
Cages

Bike frame shapes change with 
each passing day, making traditional 
fixed-angle bottle cages difficult 
to place on the frame. The Exustar 
BC400 series bottle cage, with its 
simple adjustable angle, completely 
solves this problem, allowing the 
rider to easily retrieve his or her wa-
ter bottle.

 886-4-23802686
 www.exustar.com
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YANTEC   EX-1 Bottom Bracket
This B.B. set is designed with taper roller bearings.  No matter 

what roads riders choose, the EX-1 can bear huge impact from both the 
horizontal and vertical sides, keeping the bike stable and smooth and 
drastically reducing jolt. The EX-1 is eight times stronger than other 
products with ball bearings, thereby extending useful B.B. life.

 886-4-25274394
 www.prestine.com.tw

KMC   Champion Chain
Application of new technique on the outer plates makes champion 

chain more fashionable, a breakthrough to the traditional chain im-
age. Bright color and beautiful image design can attract bicycle riders 
to choose the suitable color to match their own bicycle; the chains is 
also provided with protection, anti-stain, anti-rust, and wear durability 
function. Champion chain combines both great appearance and multi-
functionality.

 886-6-5900711     www.kmcchain.com

KIND SHOCK  Comfort-P5 seat post
The suspension spring inside this seat post helps the rider adjust 

the saddle angle automatically according to different riding forces, al-
lowing the saddle to move with the rider’s pelvis. The Comfort P-5 
can be installed on almost any type of bicycle, but is especially recom-
mended for downhill riding.  Unique Saddle Lock design makes the 
seat post easy to install and remove.

 886-6-2568575     www.kssuspension.com

FORMULA  Complex  Skewer
New innovation skewer is made of aluminum, plastic, and tita-

nium composite materials, featuring an attractive two-color design.

 886-4-25202755
 www.xerowheel.com

SR SUNTOUR   AXON-15 Axle QLC
Very rigid system which can be fixed the through axle fork and 

can be released without using tools. No need to turn when fixing the 
wheel, just slip the axle into the fork.  To release the wheel, simply 
pull the nut to remove the axle from the fork.

 886-4-7695115
 www.srsuntour-cycling.com
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POST MODERNE 
Mechanical Lock-out For Suspension Forks

This mechanical lock-out unit is designed for use in trekking/city bike suspen-
sion forks. It is a complete sub-assembly that is installed in a suspension fork de-
pending on the needs of the customer (OEM company).  This provides added value 
for OEM companies (flexible product levels) and a benefit for customers (added 
product function).  The unit uses a combination of interlocking grooves and teeth 
to create a mechanical lock.  An external control knob mounted on the top of the 
fork allows the rider to lock and un-lock the fork quickly with no tools.  The system 
makes a clicking noise that tells the rider the unit is switched on and off.

 886-3-4755171
 www.postmodernce.com

SHEN SHYE 
AC Carbon Linkage Sus-
pension Fork

This suspension fork is avail-
able in sizes ranging from 18” to 
28”.  The damper system is oil and 
nitrogen, with MCU and spring.  The 
lockout button on the top of the stem 
makes it easy to control.  This fork is 
the best combination of strength and 
light weight.

 886-4-8310787
 www.tforce-tech.com

DAH KEN/RST 
Storm Lux Front Suspen-
sion Fork

The main goal of the RST Sin-
gle Shock project is light weight.  In 
order to achieve this, RST used mag-
nesium, aluminum, and extremely 
light-weight nano-tech plastic bush-
ings to enhance lubrication and re-
duce friction.  The hydraulic lockout 
function allows rider to adjust the 
fork’s status for different riding en-
vironments.

 886-2-85212351
 www.rst.com.tw

SHEN SHYE   
One piece folding box with 
simply safety button and high 
pressure power

The one piece slim folding box.There 
is no any screws outside looking in the one 
piece slim folding box. And the new design 
with strong power inside, it can also extend 
the lifespan.The linkage design of the QR is 
not only easy to lock but also with the spe-
cial design for safety button.Both simply 
use and safety function.

 886-4-8310787
 www.Ubike-tech.com
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HSIN LUNG 
Hidden Control Cable Handlebar

This product is simple yet exquisite: the stem quill and the han-
dlebar are hollow, with cross holes at all joints for the control cables 
to pass through.  The whole bike will look better with hidden cables, 
and the cables will last longer as they will be shielded from the sun 
and rain.

 886-3-5983721
 www.satoribike.com

GIGANTEX  High Rigidity Carbon Wheel Set
This high-stiffness wheel set is equipped with reinforced spiral 

streaks as well as full carbon flat spokes. The reinforced spiral streaks 
offer a vertical stiffness up to 450kg, four or five times more rigid 
than most alloy rims. This wheel set affords stunning performance 
during sprinting.

 886-4-8873818
 equinox-bikes.com.tw

FORMULA  Xero Racing Carbon Wheel Set
Maximum rigidity and torque transmission on a full carbon 

50mm high profile rim offer significantly greater stability at high 
speeds.  Full carbon hub with oversized flanges save weight and ex-
tend spoke life. The anti-bite design protects the alloy free-hub from 
cog damage.

 886-4-25202755

J.D.  Easy detached adjustment stem
This adjustable angle stem is easily and quickly assembled. By 

reducing the bicycle’s size, this stem makes the bike easier and less 
expensive to ship.

The bicycle dealer or rider can easily attach or detach the adjust-
able angle stem with a simple turn of a screw.

 886-4-7681756
 www.jdco.com.tw
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POWERWAY   Pawl springs loop for hub
New design of Ratchet-

ing mechanism in free hub 
for the bicycle industry, 
pursuing the best quality 
and stability!  Specially de-
signed for used in High end 
light weight hub system.

   Pawl springs loop 
is the newly design for the 
industry.  Breakthrough 
the traditional ratcheting 

mechanism in the free hub, the spring are made from stain-
less that keep rust away.  This also keeps the teeth and pawl 
tight together to increase the stability on riding and racing.  
This simple production leads to efficient productivity to fit 
the market demand.

 886-4-27066052
 www.power-way.com.tw

Bengal   
Helix 2.1 hydraulic disc brake

The oil passage system is aluminum forged, com-
pact hydraulic disc brake design with no sand hole 
and anodized black to avoid destroying by brake oil.
Patented rotating reservoir that rotates 360 degrees so 
it fits all bars, all shifter pods.Brake pads have loose-
resistant design and limit wear indentation and dots 
that let you know when to replace the brake pads.Pat-
ented manufacture process to form the rim with sand-
blasting finish and the core is by painting process with 
pleasant appearance. The sand-blasting finish rotors 
are better performance than the normal grinding rotors 
at the beginning and improve anti-rust capability.

 886-4-7203979
 www.bengalperformance.com.tw

EXUSTAR   
E-SR205 Sidewall Sole Shoes

Conventional cycling shoe soles are simply a plat-
form for the foot, but the E-SR205 Sidewall Sole of-
fers much more support by also partially encasing the 
sides of the foot. Using an advanced monocoque car-
bon fiber construction technique, the sole is built with 
varying degrees of stiffness and thickness in different 
areas.  The sole is totally rigid, while the stiffness of 
the walls varies according to the degree of flexibility 
required. This translates into increased power trans-
fer, greater comfort, and impact protection at a light 
weight.

 886-4-23802686
 www.exustar.com

CHIA CHERNE   
Derailleur system inline adjuster

Derailleur system with inline adjustment 
extended. Easy toassemble for rides. Index 
added accuracy to shift for fine tuning the fit 
despite of vibration while riding.

 886-4-7323090
 www.jagwireusa.com
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LEECHI   
Synchronous moving brake

This brake has parabola slideway 
and nestle slideway of roller on the 
overlap position of two brake arms. Use 
succession mechanism that parabola 
slideway and nestle slideway of roller 
combine, and one spring of unilateral 
arms, the efficiency of applying the 
brake of letting two brake arms produce 
the synchronous balance and brake.

 886-4-7382121
 www.leechi.com.tw

IBERA   
Seat bag quick-Realease 
System

This quick release system for seat 
bags fits on the seat post.  Users can 
adjust the seat bag angle to fit various 
saddle types.

 886-4-7990096

SR SUNTOUR   FD-RAIDON Front derailleur
This idea is relating to front derailleur.Traditional front derail-

leur is less function compare to rear Derailleur.There are some idea to 
improve the shifting performance based on the ring design, but if it is 

too much, it causes to chain 
trouble(such as chain jam)

This new FD idea is 
improving the front shift-
ing performance ,Especially 
when shifting down, less 
friction is applied on the 
front Chain wheel.

 886-4-7695115
 www.srsuntour-cycling.com

LEECHI   Bicycle Break Lever
Two pieces type brake lever is designed, make the lever possess 

folding, facilitate the folding of the bicycle. While folding, the lever 
becket lock device will be released 
alone. While opening, only need to lock 
the device regularly, didn’t adjust han-
dlebar or brake lever angle, can it return 
to rider setting that brake lever position, 
enable riding the use that the persons 
who ride can be simple and convenient. 
The lock device can prevent lever becket 
and clamp from separate. The tuner can 
compel and prevent becoming flexible 
lever becket and clamp closely.

 886-4-7382121
 www.leechi.com.tw

YUAN WEN SHING   
Bicycle Lock

At present the ring lock is more 
convenience than cable lock. Ring lock 
can easy to fix effectively on the frame. 
Also, it is easy to operate open/lock 
lock without hold action. But ring lock 
cannot same as cable lock has one more 
security function. The cable lock can 
lock with bike and the telephone pole (or 
jiffy stand) together in the same place. 
To avoids thief carry off whole bike. 
Therefore, we want to make up ring 
lock insufficient. Today, we presently 
develop a new ring lock with a cable 
rope to contact cylinder case.

 886-4-8855111     www.yws.com.tw
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YABAN   
Imitation Anodized Chain

YBN uses a special imitation anodizing treatment to manufac-
ture a shiny, colorful chain.  This treatment makes chains both hard-
wearing and rust resistant.  Chains treated with this process resisted 
rust five times longer than ordinary nickel-coating chains.

 886-6-5932704
 www.yaban.com

BIRZMAN   
HEXTRACTOR HEXKEYS

A Breakthrough Application On Conventional Multi-Tool Sets.
The Mini-Multi Tool Set Combines 8 Hexkeys, Set In An Abs Outer 
Casing With 2 End Caps And An Extractable Function To Elongate 
The Gripping Area. It Also Provides An Additional Leverage To 
Reach It Max. Torque As Well As The Utmost Ergonomic Comfort.

 886-4-8535100     www.birzman.com

TAIWAN VERTEX   
Multifix handle bar bag mount

Unique “insurance lock” mechanisms secure the bag mount-
ing against loose-off even under bumpy off-road riding. One finger 
press in red lock and push down yellow button to unlock and easily 
dismount the bag with two hands.Stainless band clamps with secure 
tightening of pulling tabs.Unique stainless connector of the clamps 
can be well tightened and fixed with handle bar inside of the face 
plate. This connector can hold it securely for heavy loading against 
slide-down.In addition to its standard bag plates it can also well fit 
and mount to the major bag plates or bracket in the market.Stainless 
clamps only to fit 31.8mm and 25.4mm with additional spacers.

 886-2-2680-7007     www.tw-vertex.com.tw

Remostar  
Bottle style two-in-one bicycle alarm

This innovative new bottle style microcomputer-controlled 
multi-function bicycle alarm is easily concealed in a bottle rack.  It 
functions as both a drinking bottle and an alarm.  Its power-saving 
key lock keeps it securely in place.  Built-in microwave sensor.  
Designed especially to protect high-price bicycles.

 886-2-8512-2097
 www.taiwantrade.com.tw/remostar


